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As the community changes the way it communicates, 
we have to transform our business

Cumulative financial losses in 

reserved letters ($m, FY08–FY15)
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Note: FY10, FY14 and FY15 includes Restructuring Costs; Super accounting change took effect from FY13 onwards; Reserved letters prior to 
FY12 included the collection, processing and distribution of international inbound letters and packets (weighing less than 2kg).

Cumulative volume loss in addressed 

letters, per letterbox (%, FY08–FY15)
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How do we maintain a sustainable 

letters service as volumes decline?

How do we grow our non-regulated business 

and support our customers through the 

change?

How do we bring our people, partners, 

customers and the community on the journey?

1

2

3

And find answers to our three strategic questions
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Our strategy is aptly named ‘Part of Tomorrow’ and 
focuses on eCommerce as a future growth area
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We have a diverse workforce …
• 36,000 employees, plus contractors and licensees
• 136+ nationalities
• 65+ languages 
• 7,000 locations … doing a wide range of roles

I’m in 
head 
office.

I’m a postie.

There are 
less letters, 
so I deliver 
parcels too.

I work for a 
subsidiary 

of Post.

I work in a post 
office – there 
are more than 

4,000.

I’m out and about 
all day delivering 

parcels.

I work in 
one of our 
facilities –
making 
sure all the 
parcels go 
out to be 
delivered.

I’m in sales.
I’m always 

out and 
about.

I’m in the 
call centre. 
It’s always 
so busy.
We answer 
questions 
on social 
media too.
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Empower
people

Purpose

Listening

Human-centered design (CX & EX)

Stories

• Brands are created 
by what people say 
about their 
experience.

• Experiences are 
designed and 
delivered by the 
shared motivation, 
values, skills and 
creativity of people.

• Empowered people, 
create the 
experiences that 
matter most.

Engaging our people, customers and the community is 
key to building our future
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But our people were telling us they felt overwhelmed
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And that the relevance & timeliness of communications 
they received varied
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I want to 
find 

things 
easily.

I want to 
receive news 

first -
before media 
& customers.

I want it to 
be easy to 

ask for 
help.

I want comms 
that are friendly 

and easy to 
understand.

I only want 
comms that are 
relevant to me.

I want 
information 

to be 
available 
however 

and 
whenever 
I choose.

I want my 
manager to 
keep me up 

to date.

I want it to 
be easy to 
share my 
ideas with 
others and 
that they’ll 
be listened 

to and 
acted on.

They told us we needed to streamline communications 

and provide better access to information
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We recognise our people are our best advocates for our company.

We share information to keep our people informed.

We connect people and provoke conversation.

We listen and we take action.  We help people contribute their ideas and 
ensure they know their opinions are valued.

We make it easier for our people to:

• do their jobs, 

• delight our customers & communities,

• live our shared values,

• manage their careers, and 

• feel a part of our company. 

The purpose of communications is simple
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On	Prem	-	

Australia	Post	Data	Centre

Content	Authors	/	

Approvers O365	Cloud

On	Prem	–	

StarTrack	Data	Centre

Post	Workforce
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But with only one third of the workplace digitally 
connected, the solution seemed complex and expensive
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Current intranet sites only reach select audiences and 
are often out of date
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• Accessible – anyone, anywhere, anytime, on any device

• Real-time - timely information

• Easy to use - information in one spot, simple to use and easy to find

• Engaging – fresh content, encourage collaboration and conversation

• Reduce complexity and costs

• Relevant content

What are we trying to achieve?
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The answer – keep it simple

New public facing employee website
Public facing layer

• Provides simple news 
and information. 

• Content approved and 
curated for public 
consumption.

• Gateway to other sites.Secure layer

• Link and sign-on 
to relevant portals 
and systems with 
existing 
authentication.

Public facing layer

- accessible to 

everyone – no 

authentication

Secure layer - links to other 
systems that require 

authentication
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OurPost

Print 
channels

Manager 
briefs

Notice-
boards

Social media

Videos

Other

The answer – keep it simple

New public facing employee website
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Welcome to ourpost.com.au
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Some early day statistics

Devices people are using
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Others are already doing this …

www.myroyalmail.com www.ourtesco.com
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There’s still a long way to go

• Functionality coming in the next 
few months

• ability to “like” news, 
• media feeds, 
• search, 
• videos, and 
• new content.

• Being designed …
• single sign-on authentication layer, 
• Integration of our Learning Management System, 
• access to view pay and leave,
• social collaboration tools, and 
• integrate 30+ employee portals.

• Longer term … co-create new content and tools with our people so 
they love their jobs and can delight our customers.
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It’s simple today, but we’re building a vision for the future 
that sticks to our principles

Simple Relevant Engaging
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I’d like to indulge you with a short video …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gvOvvi3knw&feature=youtu.be



Thank you
Check out ourpost.com.au today!

Mikala Hehir
Head of Group Communications
Australia Post


